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Photoshop Elements 3 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Do you want to rearm Venus de Milo, shave Uncle Harry’s beard, or turn gray skies to blue? Have at it with PhotoshopElements 3 For Dummies, your guide to enhancing the effect, fixing the flaws, or adding artistic effects to your photos. You’ll discover how to:
	Import and organize your photos     

...
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Sun Certified Programmer & Developer for Java 2 Study Guide (Exam 310-035 & 310-027)McGraw-Hill, 2002
The Only Certification Study System Based on 300,000+ Hours of IT Training Experience
	100% Complete Coverage--All official test objectives for exams 310-035 and 310-027 are covered in detail  
	Hands-on Exercises--Step-by-step instruction modeled after classroom labs  
	Exam Watch--Warnings based on thorough...
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iPhone 3G Portable GeniusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
You love your iPhone 3G and you’ve found out that it’s mighty simple to use out-of-the-box, but you might not know that some of its most useful and powerful features are hidden away in obscure parts of the system. You’ve found out that your iPhone 3G doesn't get in your way when you're trying to be productive or creative, but...
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Schrodinger's Rabbits: The Many Worlds of QuantumJoseph Henry Press, 2004
"Usually quantum fuzziness appears only in ultratiny arenas, on a scale smaller than a golf ball to the degree that the golf ball is smaller than Texas. But nowadays, in labs around the world, scientists are plotting to release quantum weirdness from its subatomic prison. Before too long, quantum news won't be just for the science section...
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Frommer's New Zealand (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2010

	Written by a New Zealand resident, and full of personal insights and opinions, this guide takes you to one of the world’s most exciting ecotourism destinations! It’s much more complete and in-depth than its major competition.


	Whether you’re dreaming of hiking along the Marlborough Sound, trout fishing in Lake...
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Drupal Intranets with Open AtriumPackt Publishing, 2011

	In today's global society, online collaboration has gained tremendous importance as businesses look for ways to share ideas and collaborate easily. Open Atrium is a powerful and flexible Drupal installation that provides intranet solutions to businesses and organizations for sharing ideas. It is used to create intranets where co-workers...
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The Architecture of Computer Hardware, Systems Software, & Networking: An Information Technology ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	The modern world offers lots of readily available online resources for learning. Wikipedia,
	Google, news sources, millions of Web sites and blogs, even YouTube, offer access to
	information in nearly any subject that triggers your curiosity and interest. Nonetheless, I
	continue to believe that for deep understanding of something, nothing...
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Switching to a Mac For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	Maybe you love your iPhone or iPod and are curious about other Apple
	products. Maybe you’ve had one virus scare too many and are fed
	up with Windows. Maybe the daunting prospect of upgrading to Windows 7
	has made you open to other possibilities. Maybe you’re a Mac fan who wants
	to show a friend how easy and productive Macs...
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Adobe After Effects CS6 Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2012


	Adobe® After Effects® CS6 provides a comprehensive set of 2D and 3D tools

	for compositing, animation, and effects that motion-graphics professionals,

	visual effects artists, web designers, and film and video professionals need.

	After Effects is widely used for digital post-production of film, video, DVD,

	and web...
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The Street Smart MBA: 10 Proven Strategies for Driving Business SuccessApress, 2012

	Business schools have long enticed students into their MBA programs with the promise that, after a short stint spent studying the ins and outs of the business world, they will be able to step right into the upper echelons of management or launch a business that soon has them flitting about the world in a private jet. "Sounds great,"...
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Inside Microsoft Windows 2000, Third EditionMicrosoft Press, 2000
The third edition of Inside Microsoft Windows 2000 is intended for  advanced computer professionals (both developers and system administrators) who  want to understand how the core components of the Microsoft Windows 2000  operating system work internally. With this knowledge, developers can better  comprehend the rationale behind...
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Effective Knowledge Transfer in Multinational CorporationsPalgrave Macmillan, 2005
Those who have really enabled this research – and will, I hope, also benefit from its outcome at one point or other – are the managers who participated in the study. I hope my lengthy questionnaire and my numerous follow-up calls have not discouraged them to support further empirical studies. Special thanks go to my advisers, Professors...
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